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About This Game

DoubleTap is an arcade pistol shooter built for VR. Players enter Stages where they race to complete various missions and tested
on their accuracy, speed, judgement, and precision bullet shooting prowesses.
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Title: DoubleTap
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
EasterEgg Workshop
Publisher:
EasterEgg Workshop
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: HTC Vive Hardware Required

English
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A solid, early 80's, side scrolling, shoot em up.
Remember R-Type? or Super R-Type? I'ts almost that good. And addictive.
Enemies are probably a bit harder than R-type, which is good because lets face it - they were easy.
There are a number of different waepon upgrades that allow you to shoot straight ahead, down, back, 45 Degree angles etc.
The colors of the rounds make some of the weapons seem similar, leading me to make an incorrect observation on variety of
weapon upgrades however consultation with the developer has opened my eyes and found new weapon types!
I'm continuing to review this game as I have found a minor bug and truth be told - I am enjoying it.
For a simple graphics game it's providing enjoyment to me and my kids.
7/10 Dragons. - Score under review pending replays!. 7/5 Threw grenade to my grandma and she went flying outside the
window xD best way to use 4 euros :D. When I first encountered this game it did look interesting to me but how it just looked
on the preview pictures, the graphics did not look good. Also the lack of videos or images on the internet did not provide me
enough information to purchase it. When it went on sale to $1.24 I thought I might as well try it out. When I first played the
game I was surprised at how fun the game actually was. There are 3 different campaigns; The Entente, German, and Russian
campaigns with a variety of misisons. The graphics are not the best but what would you expect from a 2005 video game and also
the gameplay makes up for it. There is a little bit of historical innacuracy though, with tanks in 1914 but still, it is a good game.
I highly recommend this game to any video game strategists that like the World War 1 era.. A very detailed and complicated
space civ. It's a lot of fun but for the few steps forward it takes it also falls backwards down a mountain.
Backsliding since the first game:
A lot of races are now DLC (15 bucks each) that were available in the original.
Huge performance requirement increase with little to no graphical improvements
Always-on DRM, has to connect to a server for a single player match.
Frequent, unpredictable crashes the become worse the longer a match goes on.
Developers seem a bit snootier than before with their marketing tactics

Good game but not better than the first Endless Space - better off playing that instead. 7\/10. this is very important software for
every gamer i like it its kind of first aid kit for gamers. ...............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
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If like me you are a fan of hidden object games, this is great also good story line.. Honestly, a better game on PC than iOS from
what I've played so far. Progression and exploration in this game are very rewarding. It's perfect for scratching that
Terraria/Starbound itch, doing enough to set it apart from its counterparts.

Things can be a bit rough in Early Access, but report your bugs! Pixbits is incredibly responsive! It's fun to be a part of the
development!. Really needs some more fluffing out, online co-op, and some balancing but controls are very crisp and runs very
smoothlly.
Fun to play for a bit, but needs more incentive to keep going other than maxing out your chassis.
Story would go a ways.
More differentiation between mech chassis as well would help, top incentivize use.. 'prepare to die idiot'

this is a godly game. Wow this is a COMPLETE garbage:

No settings whatsoever - you can't change to window mode (even alt+enter doesn't work), no controls, now settings for any other
thing like sound.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=866208003
What's more important this is a \u0441r\u0430\u0440\u0440y flash game but it LAGS (DOOM doesn't lag for me)
If you die before the 1st checkpoint your game will freeze forever in restarting position
Annoying song
Game lags and at the same time, you have to be super precise to land between the spikes = super frustrating.
It's like a VVVVVV clone but without any kind of plot

Do not buy.
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